
YKOHA 

Meeting Minutes 

November 1st,  2016, 5:30pm 

1. Call to Order 
i. 5:35pm 

2. Approval of last meetings minutes 
i. motioned by Stephane 

ii. seconded by Art 
3. CARHA Insurance 

-All teams appear registered except Bassett. Basset need to provide proof of insurance by Nov 
4th or will forfeit games until registered. 
 

4. Great Slave Classic 
-Mike provided an update on the Great Salve Classic. 
-Chris Hewitt is coordinating tournament. 
-Still short a few players and team reps encouraged to get players to sign up. 
 

5. Question: Do we pay Ref’s if game is cancelled. 
i. Motion:  The Ref must be notified by noon of the same day of the game or the 

Ref is paid. Made by Stephane. 
ii. Second by Andrus 

6. Team No-shows 
- Bruce (Greenbacks rep) suggested that if teams get stood up by other team not showing up 

for game, then the team (that did show up) should be paid the fine not the league 
- This was discussed but no motion put forward. 

 
7. Rec league Suspensions 

-There was discussion as to having the Discipline Chair come up with method of tracking 
suspensions in the Rec League. 
-OT honors Rec league suspensions but Rec league doesn’t honour OT suspensions 
 

8. League fees for Suspended Players 
-There was discussion about whether a player that is suspended has to pay league fees before 
his games suspended count. 
-No motion put forward 
 

9. Pucks Purchase 
-The Rec league and Minor Hockey have suggested pucks be purchased to be available at players 
benches for games. This would eliminate need for teams to bring pucks each game. They have 
asked if OTs would be on board with this. 



-All team reps agreed that the league would support this and share cost of pucks. 
 

10. Goalie Gear 
-There was discussion about having an extra set of goalie gear for when teams cannot find a 
regular goalie. 
-Use of WIMPS equipment was also discussed 
-Andrus who is also with the WIMPs executive advised that the WIMPS equipment is available 
 
Meeting adjourned 
6:45pm 

 

 

 
 

 


